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INTRODUCTION
Laser radiation in the visible and near infrared (400-1400 nm) region of the spectrum poses a unique risk to the human eye. A collimated laser beam incident on the cornea will be focused to a small spot on the retina with a transmission between the cornea and retina of approximately 90% at 550 nm [1] . As light passes through the retina, the layers of tissue will absorb energy, which could lead to damage. Damage to the retina most likely occurs in the retinal pigmented epithelium (RPE) layer where 50% of 600 nm light is absorbed [2] . RPE cells in the pigment layer, located at the back of the retina, may be irreparably damaged if laser radiation deposition is sufficiently intense. Damage to cells in the RPE layer may result in loss of vision sensing in the affected region of the retina.
Damage can be caused by three distinct mechanisms: photothermal, photomechanical, and photochemical. Photothermal damage occurs when the temperature of tissue rises to levels where protein denaturation or enzyme inactivation occurs. This type of damage is produced with a long-pulse duration (t > 10 µs) where substantial energy is deposited slowly. Photomechanical damage occurs under short and ultrashort pulses (10 ρs < t < 10 µs) where energy is deposited quickly, causing mechanical stress or micro-cavitation within the tissue and cells.
An accurate computational model of the laser-tissue interaction, which accounts for energy absorption and thermal diffusion, could be used to predict damage thresholds based on the properties of the laser source. The relationship between beam characteristics such as wavelength, pulse duration, beam profile, and spot size could then be compared to damage thresholds and lesion size, which would give insight into exposure thresholds in regimes where no laser damage studies have been conducted. This tool would have the added benefit of reducing the dependence on animal studies for determining damage thresholds.
The topic of modeling photothermal injury to the retina has been evaluated by a wide range of authors [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . While several possible simulations have emerged to model the laser-tissue interaction in the retina, a "granular model" has advantages over other models, which try to numerically solve the heat equation assuming homogeneous retinal layers and homogeneous heat absorption. At visible and near-infrared wavelengths most optical absorption in the RPE is within the intracellular melanin-impregnated granules known as melanosomes. For pulses shorter than 0.1 ms, the assumption of homogeneous temperature within layers breaks down, as heat near the energy absorbing melanosomes is much greater than in surrounding tissue.
A number of researchers have developed granular models [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] in order to address the issue of non-homogeneous heating of the RPE. The most advanced of the granular models, and the one most often referenced by other researchers since its development, is the Thompson-Gerstman melanin granule model [14] . Instead of solving for temperature across the domain through finite element or finite difference meshing, the Thompson-Gerstman model instead solves the analytic heat profile of a single melanosome, then calculates the temperature at any given point in the medium through superposition of thermal energy. This report documents the creation of a C++ implementation of the Thompson-Gerstman model by Austin Kane, which replaces, and improves on, the original FORTRAN implementation created in 1996 by Dr. Randy Thompson. The C++ implementation should allow for greater utility and easier integration into other lasertissue damage models.
MODELING LASER-TISSUE INTERACTION
Thompson-Gerstman Model
An analytic expression for heated spheres in a homogeneous infinite medium, originally derived by Goldenburg in the 1950's [9, 10] , forms the basis of the Thompson-Gerstman granular model. A granular model can also be modified to include photomechanical damage from bubble formation near the granules, which has been presented in other models [11] . However, the Thompson-Gerstman model considers only photothermal effects. While many granule models assume melanosomes of zero diameter to reduce the complexity of the analytical expression, this assumption breaks down for ultra-fast pulses where calculating the temperature rise near granules becomes inaccurate [12] . The Thompson-Gerstman model has melanosomes of finite size, where the analytical solution of the heat equation has been derived at the granule center, at radial distances from the center that are inside the granule, at the granule surface and at radial distances that are outside the granule.
The model developed by Thompson and Gerstman [13, 14] makes several simplifying assumptions about material properties and about the nature of tissue-laser interaction in the retina. First, it assumes melanosomes are homogenous spheres randomly distributed in an infinite volume of liquid water. Second, it assumes absorption of laser energy takes place only within melanin granules and that this energy absorption is homogeneous. Third, the melanin granules also have the thermal properties of water. This assumption can be removed in favor of a more accurate solution [9] , but then thermal superposition would no longer be valid.
The governing equation for heat transfer from a single granule with spherical symmetry is shown in Equation (2.1).
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FORTRAN Code
The FORTRAN implementation of the Thompson-Gerstman model provided computational analysis of damage given a set of conditions and parameters that could be approximated from data gathered experimentally. A rectangular coordinate system was used to define the locations of melanin granules and to reference the spatial points at which temperature rises were computed. The origin of the coordinate system is defined as the center of the rectangular volume shown in Figure 1 . The structure of the FORTRAN code can be described in three steps: [-20,20 ] µm Y domain [-20,20 ] µm Z domain [-7,7] Table 1 . Values related to simulated domain and physical parameters are used to calculate other variables needed for initialization. These parameters are stored in "Config Files" shown in Figure 2. 2) Thermal Solution: A temperature value is calculated for each grid point the user specifies over an interval of time such that gradients in thermal diffusion have significantly decreased. The time-temperature values are obtained by a superposition of the thermal energy contributed by each granule. The position, time, and temperature data is then saved in a text file shown in Figure 2 .
3) Damage: Since the aim of the model is to determine if damage has occurred under laser radiation exposure, time-temperature data alone are insufficient. The Arrhenius damage integral was selected for its usefulness in modeling thermal damage to biological tissue. The damage data are saved as a "Raw Damage File" shown in Figure 2 .
Source Types
The type of source exposure can also be designated as one of three options: gaussian, top-hat, or annular. The gaussian profile is most commonly used as the assumed profile of most laser exposures and represents an ideal beam. A top-hat profile has a single region of high intensity surrounded by a region of zero intensity without the smooth transition seen in the gaussian profile. An annular beam resembles a ring or donut-shaped beam similar to the top-hat profile with a small region of zero intensity in the center of the beam profile.
Examples of thermal results using the parameters in Table 1 are shown in Figure 3 . The false color images show temperature rise in an x-y slice at the beam focus. 
Damage
While it is true that tissue heated to the vaporization point of water will likely cause damage, it is also possible for damage to occur at lower temperatures. Experiments indicate that temperature elevations of just 10̊ C can cause cellular damage if maintained for a long enough time. The Arrhenius damage integral approach [15] assumes damage occurs by an active rate process described by
The variable Ω represents the damage level, E is the activation energy [energy per mole], R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, and t i through t f represents the lower and upper limit of time evaluated. The constants were found [16] to give a simple value for Ω to determine if damage had occurred.
� Ω ≥ 1 Ω < 1 Using the time-temperature data of the exposure simulation, the Arrhenius integral is solved numerically by Simpson's rule. An example of a damage spot calculated using this method is shown in Figure 4 . The damage spot was calculated by the Arrhenius integral for exposure to a gaussian beam with input parameters given in Table 1 . 
IMPROVEMENT OF THOMPSON-GERSTMAN MODEL
C++ Implementation
Several improvements were suggested to the original FORTRAN implementation of the Thompson-Gerstman model. First, the method needed to be converted to a language which allowed for added usability and easy integration into other programs. Second, the temperature data should be passed directly to the damage integral instead of reading and writing timetemperature data to file between each step. Third, the user should be able to provide a range of values as input parameters instead of requiring modifying the input file for each run. Finally, an option of multiple-pulse exposures could be added to expand the application of this model beyond the single-pulse realm. With these criteria, the C++ language was selected to build the new implementation of the model. Figure 5 , produced maximum differences in temperature around 0.08 °C. This gives a maximum relative percent error of 0.04%. This difference is likely due to minor differences between how the two languages handle float point precision.  This version of the Thompson-Gerstman model was intended to be a modular tool fit for integration into other computational models. This adds usability to the standalone code which can now be ported as a small function library. The new top-down approach of the structure is shown in Figure 6 .
C++ Code Structure
Variable Input Parameters
The new implementation has the ability to iterate the thermal solver algorithm over any number of different parameters such as corneal fluence, laser power, number of points, and other input parameters of significance. This modularized code might be used to optimize input parameters in the model to produce effects which match experimental values. Figure 7 shows the change in temperature in the medium at the beam focus shortly after a single pulse. A range of corneal fluence values between 3.0 -4.5 µJ/cm 2 was provided while holding other variables constant.
As expected, a linear relationship between corneal fluence and temperature exists directly after the pulse. 
Multi-Pulse Capability
While meaningful analysis can be performed by varying parameters for a single-pulse exposure, multiple-pulse trains present several additional parameters to compare damage thresholds. Due to the unique way the Thompson-Gerstman model handles temperature changes from a single pulse, implementing a multi-pulse function simply requires additional iterations of the superposition temperature solver. This allows for variance in number of pulses as well as for the time between pulses. Validation of this method was performed by direct comparison to another multiple-pulse computational solver, which has been independently verified. Figure 8 shows the direct comparison of the multi-pulse Thompson-Gerstman algorithm (green) next to the verified TempBuilder (red) thermal profile. These results show good agreement, which supports the validity of the new C++ Thompson-Gerstman code for multiple-pulse exposures.
DISCUSSION
With the growing number of laser systems being used by both military and civilians, laser radiation damage to the retina is a growing concern. Damage to tissue and loss of vision can occur under a variety of beam conditions, wavelengths, and exposure times. Developing a set of laser safety standards requires testing exposure conditions to define safe limits of laser use. Simulated modeling of the parameter ranges where exposure conditions cause photothermal damage will better help researchers predict damage.
The Thompson-Gerstman model is able to give an estimate of whether damage has occurred by making several assumptions that are not physically valid, but may provide model results that are a reasonable match to actual biological damage data. First, the model is not given a thermal boundary condition, so the exact rate of thermal energy transmitted to surrounding tissue is neglected. For exposures greater than 1 second, or long simulation times where the diffusion term dominates the heat equation, this assumption would likely cause the model's temperature to be lower than expected. Additionally, since photomechanical and photochemical damage are not included in the model, short pulses and temperatures at or near vaporization should be ignored as non-valid. However, since photothermal damage covers a wide range of possible conditions, 10 other damage mechanisms are not needed as long as the model is used in a valid laser pulse range.
The positive aspects of this model lie mostly in its numerical simplicity and speed of simulation. Since computing temperature is simplified using superposition of analytic solutions, long lists of simultaneous equations or numerical methods of solving partial differential equations are unnecessary. As a result, the computational effort is reduced to several loops of simple arithmetic. This simplifies what could be an exhaustive parameter study into a series of nonintensive computational steps.
CONCLUSIONS
The work which began with the FORTRAN implementation of the Thompson-Gerstman model has been expanded to a C++ modular model that possesses a function library capable of interfacing with other laser-tissue damage models. This modular model has improved the usability of the method for conducting damage threshold research. The granular model described here and detailed in their paper [14] has proven to be a fast and efficient method at predicting retinal damage using a wide range of input parameters. Additional developments of multi-pulse functionality and solving exposures over large ranges of input parameters greatly increase the application and research potential of this method. Direct comparison validation has been performed on the results of the FORTRAN and C++ codes, here showing good agreement between the two computational codes. Results from this model could be compared to known biological results, which would possess insight into thresholds in regimes where no laser damage studies have been conducted. This tool would have the added benefit of reducing the complexity and sensitivity of attaining results when depending on animal studies for determining damage thresholds. //----------These parameters are given in .inp1 files------------double a; //Granular radius //----------End parameters given by .inp1 files-------------//----------These parameters are givin in .inp2 files -----double pulsedur; //pulse duration in seconds double alpha; // Thermal Diffusivity of medium in cm**2/sec double cond; // Thermal conductivity of medium in j/cm-Csec 
Modification of GSER is ignoring (removing) the "gln" variable, and the function that calculates it gammln(a). this is used in the sum evaluating the exponential for del < sum *EPS, as subtraction by the natural log of the complete gamma function inside the exponential acts the same as dividing by the same value. [1] ,(((-a + r)*(-a + r))/(4.0*alpha*t)));
Outterm[0] = ((a*t*((sqrt(M_PI)*((-a + r)*(-a + r) + 2.0*alpha*t))/(2.0*alpha*t) -(2.0*(-a + r)*(0.5*exp((-((-a + r)*(-a +r))/(4.0*alpha*t))) + (sqrt(((-a + r)*(-a +r))/(alpha*t))*(((-a + r)*(-a +r)) + 2.0*alpha*t)* gamma)/(4.0*((-a + r)*(-a+r)))))/(sqrt(alpha)*sqrt(t))))/(sqrt(M_PI)));
Outterm [1] = (a*a*a -3.0*a*a*r + 3.0*a*r*r -(r*r*r) + 6.0*a*alpha*t -6.0*alpha*r*t + 6.0*(alpha*sqrt(alpha))*sqrt(M_PI)*(t*sqrt(t))*LagL(lg[0],lg [1] ,-((-a + r)*(-a + r))/(4.0*alpha*t)))/(6.0*alpha);
Outterm [2] = (-a*a*a -3.0*a*a*r -3.0*a*r*r -r*r*r -6.0*a*alpha*t -6.0*alpha*r*t + 6.0*(alpha*sqrt(alpha))*sqrt(M_PI)*(t*sqrt(t))*LagL(lg[0],lg [1] ,(-(a + r)*(a +r))/(4.0*alpha*t)))/(6.0*alpha);
Outterm [3] = (a*t*((sqrt(M_PI) * ((a + r)*(a + r) + 2.0*alpha*t))/(2.0*alpha*t) -(2.0*(a + r)* (0.5*exp(-((a + r)*(a + r))/(4.0*alpha*t)) + (sqrt(((a + r)*(a + r))/(alpha*t))*((a + r)*(a + r) + 2.0*alpha*t)*Gmma(gm[0], gm [1] , ((a + r)*(a + r))/(4.0*alpha*t)))/(4.0*(a + r)*(a + r))))/(sqrt(alpha)*sqrt(t))))/(sqrt(M_PI)); OutTheta = alpha*A0* [1] = t*(sqrt(M_PI)*(2.0*a*a + alpha*t)/(alpha*t) -4.0*a*(0.5*exp(-(a*a)/(alpha*t)) + sqrt((a*a)/(alpha*t))*(2.0*a*a + alpha*t)*Gmma(gm[0],gm [1] ,(a*a)/(alpha*t))/(4.0*a*a))/(sqrt(alpha)*sqrt(t)))/ (sqrt(M_PI)); Surffnc[2] = 4.0*(t*sqrt(t))/(3.0*sqrt(M_PI)); Surffnc [3] = -4.0*(a*a*a)/(3.0*alpha*sqrt(alpha)) -2.0*a*t/sqrt(alpha) + sqrt(M_PI)*t*sqrt(t)*LagL(lg[0],lg [1] ,-((a*a)/(alpha*t))); Surffnc [4] = a*alpha*A0* [1] = (-a*a*a + 3.0*a*a*r -3.0*a*r*r + r*r*r -6.0*a*alpha*t + 6.0*alpha*r*t + 6.0*alpha*sqrt(alpha)*sqrt(M_PI)*t*sqrt(t)*LagL(lg[0],lg [1] ,-((a -r)*(a -r))/(4.0*alpha*t)))/(12.0*alpha); Interm [2] = (-a*a*a -3.0*a*a*r -3.0*a*r*r -r*r*r -6.0*a*alpha*t -6.0*alpha*r*t + 6.0*alpha*sqrt(alpha)*sqrt(M_PI)*t*sqrt(t)*LagL(lg[0],lg [1] ,-((a + r)*(a + r))/(4.0*alpha*t)))/(12.0*alpha); Interm [3] = a*t*(sqrt(M_PI)*(((a -r)*(a -r)) + 2.0*alpha*t)/(2.0*alpha*t) -2.0*(a -r)*(0.5*exp(-((a -r)*(a -r))/(4.0*alpha*t)) + (a -r)/sqrt(alpha*t)*((a -r)*(a -r) + 2.0*alpha*t)*Gmma(gm[0],gm [1] ,((a -r)*(a -r))/(4.0*alpha*t))/(4.0*((a -r)*(a -r))))/sqrt(alpha*t))/(2.0*sqrt(M_PI)); Interm [4] = a*t*(sqrt(M_PI)*(((a + r)*(a + r)) + 2.0*alpha*t)/(2.0*alpha*t) -2.0*(a + r)*(0.5*exp(-((a + r)*(a + r))/(4.0*alpha*t)) + (a + r)/sqrt(alpha*t)*(((a + r)*(a + r)) + 2.0*alpha*t)*Gmma(gm[0],gm [1] ,((a + r)*(a + r))/(4.0*alpha*t))/(4.0*((a + r)*(a + r))))/sqrt(alpha*t))/(2.0*sqrt(M_PI)); Intheta = alpha*A0* ( = t*(sqrt(M_PI)*(a*a + 2.0*alpha*t)/(2.0*alpha*t) -2.0*a*(0.5*exp(-a*a/(4.0*alpha*t)) + sqrt(a*a/(alpha*t))*(a*a + 2.0*alpha*t)*Gmma(gm[0],gm [1] ,a*a/(4.0*alpha*t))/(4.0*a*a))/(sqrt(alpha)*sqrt (t)))/sqrt(M_PI); Origfnc [2] = sqrt(t)*(-(a*sqrt(M_PI)/(sqrt(alpha)*sqrt(t))) -sqrt(a*a/(alpha*t))*Gmma (-gm[0] ,gm [1] ,a*a/(4.0*alpha*t))/2.0)/sqrt(M_PI); return alpha*A0*(Origfnc MelDens=configfile.get<double>("Bigtherm.MelDens"); melnum = MelDens * BoxLength*BoxLength * BoxDepth; } else MelDens = 0; /* !*********************************************************************** ! ! Determine the image profile on the retina. ! Use image profile technique determined by ! the value of improf:
The image diameter is then determined by the value of ! spotsize. The amount of focusing ! that has taken place is a function of the retinal image diameter 20 ! as well. For annular beams, which assume a 37 per cent central ! obscuration, the diameter of the central obscuration, dobs, is ! spotsize*DSQRT(0.37). ! !*********************************************************************** */ dobs = spotsize * sqrt(0.37);
if ( Table- 
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ofstream writefile(TempOutputFile.c_str(),ios::out); writefile<<"t\t"<<"x\t"<<"y\t"<<"z\t"<<"Temp"<<"\n"; for(int i = 0; i<xnum+1; i++){ x = xmin + i * xsize; for(int ii = 0; ii<ynum+1; ii++){ y = ymin + ii*ysize; for(int iii = 0; iii<znum+1; iii++){ z = zmin + iii*zsize; for(int iv = 0; iv < tnum+1; iv ++){ t = tmin + iv * tsize; double thing = BigThermTempAt(x,y,z,t);
writefile<<t<<"\t"<<x<<"\t"<<y<<"\t"<<z<<"\t"<<thing<<endl; } } } } } /* This runs BigTherm2 for a given subset of the box. This can be used so that one does not output or calculate an unneeded data, i.e. points far out enough from the beam that there is no significant temperature rise */ void BigTherm::BigTherm2(double outxmin, double outxmax, int outxnum, double outymin, double outymax, int outynum, double outzmin, double outzmax, int outznum){ ofstream writefile(TempOutputFile.c_str(),ios::out); writefile<<"t\t"<<"z\t"<<"x\t"<<"y\t"<<"Temp"<<"\n"; double outysize, outxsize, outzsize; outysize =(outymax -outymin)/outynum; outxsize =(outxmax -outxmin)/outxnum; outzsize =(outzmax -outzmin)/outznum; //using dummy variables in case one wants to use bigtherm2(void) afterwards for(int i = 0; i<tnum; i++){ t = tmin + i * tsize; for(int ii = 0; ii<outznum; ii++){ z = outzmin + ii * outzsize; for(int iii = 0; iii<outxnum; iii++){ x = outxmin + iii*outxsize; for(int vi = 0; vi<outynum; vi++) { y = outymin + vi*outysize; double thing = BigThermTempAt(x,y,z,t); writefile<<t<<"\t"<<z<<"\t"<<x<<"\t"<<y<<"\t"<<thing<<"\n"; } } writefile<<"\n"; } } } void takatadamage(char* configfilename){ ()); out.open(outputfile.c_str()); out<<"t\t"<<"x\t"<<"y\t"<<"z\t"<<"Damage\t"<<endl; //!-----Initializing constants:
//!-----Calculating necessary parameters--------xsize = (xmax -xmin)/xnum; ysize = (ymax -ymin)/ynum; zsize = (zmax -zmin)/znum; tsize = (tmax -tmin)/tnum; /* !*********************************************************************** ! Calculate Damage(x,y,z,t) !*********************************************************************** */ // initializing input file inputfile = configfile.get<string>("Bigtherm.tempfile"); ifstream damagefile(inputfile.c_str()); double dummy; string line; int dam; if( old ==0) getline(damagefile, line);
for(int ii = 0; ii<ynum+1; ii++){ y = ymin + ii * ysize;
for(int iii = 0; iii<znum+1; iii++){ z = zmin + iii * zsize; //!-----Calculating necessary parameters--------xsize = (xmax -xmin)/xnum; ysize = (ymax -ymin)/ynum; zsize = (zmax -zmin)/znum; tsize = (tmax -tmin)/tnum; /* !*********************************************************************** ! Calculate Damage(x,y,z,t) !*********************************************************************** B. Melanosomes are distributed through a rectangular volume whose ;
x,y dimensions are BoxLength and z dimension is BoxDepth. ;
Granules are randomly distributed through this space using a ;
Cartesian coordinate system with origin at the geometric center ; of the volume. Granular volumes do not overlap. ;
C. The volume of an RPE cell is independent of the melanin dist. ; volume. It is estimated to be 20 x 20 microns cross section(x,y) ; and 15 microns depth(z) = 6 x 10**-9 cm**3. The portion of the ; RPE cell volume that contains melanosomes is Vm = 20 microns x ; 20 microns x BoxDepth. 
